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[May 24, 1905.

Office, but if your Lordship gives them No.2 just as it stands, you might ,as
well give them all.

KEKEWICH J.-You must argue that before the Taxing Master. I have
given the issue of novelty.

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL.

Before LORDS JUSTICES VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, ROMER, and STIRLING.

April 11th, 12th, and 13th, 1905.

PATENT EXPLOITATION LD. v. AMERICAN ELECTRIOAL NOVELTY AND

MANUFACTURING COMPANY LD.

5

Patent.-Action for infringement.-8pecijication already construed and 10
Patent held valid by House of Lords.-Injringement.-Anticipation.-8ubject
matter.-Judgment for Defendants on the grounds of non-infringement and
invalidity.-Appeal dismissed on the ground of non-infrinqement.

The owners of a Patent for an improvement in galvanic batteries having
commenced an action for infringement, the Defendants denied infringement 15
and alleged that the Patent was invalid by reason of being anticipated, of
want of subject-matter, and of inutility. The Specification, after stating that
the invention related to galvanic batteries constructed and arranged as was
thereinafter described, described a partiouta»: battery having two layers, theouter
of which consistedpreferably of sal-ammoniac, chloride of zinc, plaster of Paris, 20
and flour. The Specification contained the following passage:-" Thematerials
"mentioned as electrodes and as exciting and depolarising agents and their
" proportions may bevaried, as the impo1rtant feature of tbe invention is the inter-
" position between thepositive and negative electrodes of two layers of exciting
"composition~ in a semi-solid or plastic state, the one in contact with the 25
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" .negative electrode having intermixed with it depolarisinq agen ts and the
" one in contact uritn the positive electrode having no such d.epolctrising agents
" in its composition ;" and the Patentee claimed: "A galvanic battery having
" t~e space between its positive and neqatiue electrodes filled uiitli a semi-solid

5 "or plastic ezcitiru) agent in two layers, the one layer in contact with the
"negative electrode having depolarising agents intermixed therewith, and the
" other layer in contact uiitli the positive electrode having no such. depolarising
"agents, substantially as set forth." The Defendants substituted in the outer
layer oftheir cell folds of blotting paper for the plaster of Paris and flour, and

10 there were other differences as to proportions. The Specification had been
construed by the House of Lords in an action by the same Plaintiffs aqainet
Siemens Bros. (21 R. P.O. 541), in which it UJCtS held that there uias novelty and
subject-matter, and the meanirui of the words " semi-sotid or plastic" in the
Specification were considered. The Defendants in the present action again

15 contested the validity of the Patent, setting U1J further anticipations and
adducing fresh evidence on the issue of novelty; they also denied infringement,
alleging that the layers in their battery uiere not semi-solid or plastic within
the meaninq of the Specification: It was held at the trial, which took place
before the delivery of the judgments of the House of Lords, that the alleged

20 invention had been anticipated , and that, even if the Patent were valid, the
Defendants had not infringed. The action ioas dismissed ioith. costs. The
Plaintiffs appealed, and on the hearing of the appeal the Dejendants relied
solely on non-infrinqement,

Held, that the outer layer of the Defendants' cell was not semi-solid or plastic
25 urithir: the meaninq of the Specification, and that the Defendants had not

infringed. The appeal was dismissed with costs.

On the 21st of January 1~90 Letters Patent (No. 1110 of 1890) were granted
to Oharles Addison Hitchcock, on a communication from abroad by William
Burnley, for an invention of " An improvement in galvanic batteries."

30 The Complete Hpecification was .as follows :-" This invention relates to
" galvanic batteries constructed and arranged as I will describe with reference
"to the accompanying drawings. Fig. 1 is a vertical central section of the
" improved battery. Fig. 2 is a transverse section on the lines x x of Fig; 1.

" A is a cylinder of zinc or equivalent metal forming the one electrode and
35 "provided with a clamping screw B for connecting a conductor to it; a piece

" of carbon C is the other electrode. The cylinder .i\. is li.ned with an exciting
., agent E consisting preferably of the following ingredients, viz., sal-ammoniac
.. , 1 part, chloride of zinc 1 part, plaster of Paris 3 parts, and water 2 parts, to
" which is added a little less than 1 part of a comminuted vegetable material,

40 "preferably flour. For preparing the exciting agent E, the materials are
"mixed, forming a semi-fluld which is poured into the cylinder A around
"a central core temporarily inserted. Toe exciting agent soon sets to the
" condition of a semi solid and the temporary core is removed. The carbon C
" is then inserted centrally in the space left by the withdrawal of the core and

45 "the space around the carbon is filled with a compound F consisting preferably
" of the following ingredients: Sal-ammoniac 1 part chloride of zinc or other

2 B
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"-hygroscopic analogue 1
10 th part and as depolarising agents pulverised

" peroxide of manganese 3 parts with pulverised carbon 3! parts.
" These are mixed with water two parts to form a semi solid which is packed

" in around the carbon c. The top of the cylinder A is then sealed around the
" carbon c with bitumen or other suitable material G substantially impervious [)
" to air or moisture. The materials mentioned as electrodes and as exciting
" and depolarising agents and their proportions may be varied, as the important
" feature of the invention is the interposition between the positive and negative
" electrodes of two layers of exciting composition, in a semi solid or plastic
" state, the one in contact with the negative electrode having intermixed with 10
" it depolarising agents and. the one in contact with the positive electrode
" having no such depclarising agents in its composition.

"Having now particularly described. and ascertained the nature of this
" invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that
" what I claim is:- . 15

" A galvanic battery having the space between its positive and negative
" electrodes filled with a semi solid or plastic exciting agent in two layers, the
" one layer in contact with the negative electrode having depolarislng agents
"intermixed therewith, and the other layer in contact with the positive
" electrode having no such depolarising agents, substantially as set forth." 20

- On the 4th of February 1903, the Patent Exploitation, Ld. commenced an
action against the American Electrical Novelty andManufacturing OOlnpal~YLd.
for infringement of the Patent, ... claiming the usual relief. By their Statement
of Claim they alleged that they were the registered legal owners of the
Patent, that a certificate that the validity of the Patent came into question was 25
granted by the Court of Appeal in an action Patent EXjJloitatian Ld. v. Siemens
Brothers &- 00. Ld., 1900, P. No. 2506· and that the Defendants had infringed.
The Plaintiffs claimed costs as between solicitor and client. The Particulars
of Breaches alleged that the Defendants had at divers times between the date of
the Patent and the issue of the writ sold batteries made in infringement of the 30

* Reported 19 R.P.O. 113; 20 R.P,O, 225; 21 R.P.C. 541.
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Patent; in particular the Plaintiffs complained of the sale of three of such
batteries to one Frederick COl/eland on 2nd January 1903 by the Defendants at
their premises, 102 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C., and the Plaintiffs
reserved the right to recover in respect of all infringements.

5 The Defendants by their Defence denied infringement, and alleged that the
Patent was invalid by reason of the matters in the Particulars of Objections
set out."

The alleged infringement will be found described in the judgment of
Bttckley .J. (20 R.P.C. 70iJ). The analysis of the outer layer in the Plaintiffs'

10 cell was as follows :-Sal-anlmoniac 12'9 per cent., chloride of zinc 12'9 per cent.,
plaster of Paris 38'7 per cent., water 25'8 per cent., and flour 9'7 per cent. The
analysis of the outer layer in the Defendants' cell was as follows ~-Sal-ammoniac

8 per cent., chloride of zinc 11'24 per cent., paper 47'16 per cent., and water 33'6
per cent. The paper was blotting paper, which was placed in folds round

15 the inner side of the cylindrical vessel.
Buckley J., who gave judgment prior to the hearing of the appeal to the

House of Lords in Patent Eainloitation Ld. v. Siemens Bros. &- Co..Ld.
(21 R.P.C. 541) held that the Patent was bad for want of novelty, and that,
even if it were valid, the Defendants had not infringed. The action was

20 dismissed with costs (20 R.P.C. 689).
The Plaintiffs appealed..
A. B. Shaw (instructed by James, Mellor, and Coleman'; appeared for the

Appellants; A. J~ Walter (instructed by Wilsons, Bristoios, and Carplnael)
appeared for the Respondenrs.

2:> Shaw for the Appellants.-In the first action the House of Lords affirmed
the decision of the Court of Appeal upholding the Patent. But in this case the
Defendants contended that the state of knowledge proved was different, and
therefore that a different construction should be given to the Specification.
B1lckley J. held the Patent invalid, and also held that it had not been infringed.

30 The House of Lords decision came subsequently; but the decision in this case
would have been the same in the view which Buckley J. took. [VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS L.J.-So far as the decision of the House of Lords is one of construc
tion is not that final?J Yes. Buckley J. accepted the construction put on
th e Specification by the Court of Appeal except so far as the fresh facts

35 relating to the state of knowledge affected that construction. [Walter.
The Respondents do not now contest the validity of the Patent; they are
prepared to rest their case on non-infringement.] I shall then confine
myself to non-infringement; but I shall say that there are differences in the
construction put on the Specification in the previous case and by Buckley J. in

40 this case. [The Specification was read.] The words" substantially as described"
bring in the elements described in the Specification and shown in the Drawing.
Between the electrodes there are two plastic layers both excitant and one a
depolariser, It was held by this Court and the House of Lords that that
was a new combination. [The judgments of the House of Lords in Patent

45 Exploitation Ld. v. Siemens Bros. & Co. Ld. (21 R.P.C. 541) were read.] 'fhe
Defendants in the outer layer have blotting paper instead of plaster of Paris;'
in the inner layer they allege that they do not pulverise all the mixture and
have less 'water, but ram the mixture more. [VA UGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.
What is the common denominator of blotting paper and plaster of Paris?J

50 'I'hat which will perform. the. functions of all outer layer. [VAU(~HAN

WILLIAMS L.J.~That is not generally ~nough.]..No, I must show rthat it
comes within the claim properly construed. [The evidence as to the con
struction and composition of the Defendants' cell was read.] The Defendants

* As the case was argued in the Court of Appeal entirely on the question of infringement, the
Particulars of Objections are Dot set out. They will be found in full at 20 R.P.C. 691. '
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use the same excitant solution. Both the layers in the Defendants' cell are
semi-solid or plastic within the meaning of the Specification. Pulverisation is
not essential. The ramming of the Defendants' mixture is within the descrip
tion of the Specification. There is no difference between ramming and packing.
Pulverisation is only important so far as is necessary to see what the Patentee 5
meant by semi-solid or plastic. The Defendants say that in the inner layer
they have a damp solid. That is the whole point as to that layer. [Walter.
We say that it has been held that neither layer is plastic or semi-solid, and that,
if the Defendants' cell is covered by it, the Patent is bad.] Better conductivity
is given by tight packing, but one may get a disadvantage as regards depolaris- 10
ing. It is a question of the balance of advantage. The bulk of the Defendants'
inner layer is fine powder. It is very different from what was known before
the Patent. [ROMER L.J.-Suppose a man discovers that he can get either the'
inner or the outer layer not semi-solid and plastic, then he is outside the
Claim?] Yes; but here I say the Defendants are not sufficiently far away,.. 15
The House of Lords has not said that the terms" semi-solid" or "plastic " are the
same; they are used in the Specification as two descriptions of the same thing.
[VAUGHAN WILL1AMS L.J.-Plastic means that if a substance is pressed out of
shape it will retain the new shape.] Plastic is the most significant term, and
plasticity is of great practical importance; the success of the battery is largely 20
due to the physical state.. "Selni-solid" and" plastic" are used in the Specification
of the same substance looking from different points of view. There were dis
advantages in the use of liquids and solids, with some advantages; the balance of
advantage is with the Patentee's semi-solid or plastic substances. The functions
of the Defendants' layers are the same. [Hi alter.-I say they are not the same; 25
they are the same as in Brandon.*] On the evidence, the functions are the
same. I do not say that that is sufficient, but it is important. [ROMER L.J.
Does not the Specification indicate that class of semi-solid that has some
plasticity about it? Is blotting- paper in any sense plastic?] Yes, especially
when wet, as it always is in use in the Defendants' battery. Mere rammmg 30
does not alter the nature of the mixture; the Defendants do .not carry it so far
as to get a solid; the inner layer remains semi-solid within the meaning of the
Specification. It was known that air should be got rid of and that tightness of
packing gave greater conductivity. As to the outer Iayer, the Specification says
that the materials may be varied" and blotting paper performs all the functions. 35
It had been used as an absorbent in the outer layer. It is almost a known
equivalent. Everything is " plastic" which when wet will retain any change of
shape given to it. [STIRLING L.J.-~Is not clay used by a potter a typical
plastic substance? It can be made into any shape he wants.] The definition
of your Lordship was approved by the House of Lords. The Specification 40
means plastic as the Plaintiffs' outer layer is. [V AUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-
In my judgment the words " semi-solid" and '~plastic" mean for the purposes
described. There are two methods at which one may arrive at one result, but
one must consider both and not take any substance that would do for either
method.] [ROMER L.J.-The Claim is " substantially as set forth." The direc.. 45
tions as to the outer layer do not apply to the Defendants' blotting paper. The
outer layer is to be poured in as a semi-fluid and sets to the condition of a semi
solid.] That is only a manufacturing direction for the particular substances taken.
It is not a necessary feature. One may vary with anything that is equivalent-
that will perform the functions chemically, electrically, and physically The 50
judgments in the House of Lords support this. One has to see what the
finished article is. The equivalent reaches the same physical state when
finished, so that the manufacturing directions are not the test. [The judgment

.. This was one of the Specifications mentioned in the Particularsof Objeotions.-J. O.
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of Buckley J. was read.] [Walter, in reply to the Court, said that he was prepared
to argue on infringement only. The House of Lords had put a narrow construc
tion on the Specification.] The judgments in the House of Lords make the
construction turn not on pulverisation but on the layers being semi-solid or

5 plastic.
Walter for the Respondents.-The Appellants formerly sought to put a

different construction on the Specification. [The report of the action against
Siemens Bros. in the Court of Appeal was referred to (20 R.P.C. 225).J The
outer layer, it was said must" set" as a serni-solid. They are now trying to

10 extend the ambit. The Plaintiffs' Patent does not cover a liquid battery, in
which there is an absorbent to prevent spilling. If the Defendants have one
layer. different, they must succeed on non-infringement, and the outer layer is
quite different. Blotting paper undergoes no physical change, and it is old as
an absorbent for the purposes of a battery; see the Specifications of Skricanoff';

15 No. 48~) of 1882 and Skrivanoio, No. 185,063 of 1887/~ Cellulose was used in
Germain's cell. These substances were simply used to hold up liquids; the
batteries were dry batteries. The outer layer in the Defendants' cell is not
"Aerni-solid or plastic" within the meaning of the Specification. [He was
stopped by the Court.]

20 VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-The only question that we have to decide in
this case is whether the 'Plaintiffs have proved that the Defendants have
infringed the combination as described in the Specification. I will first read
from the Specification the Patentee's definition of his combination. 'I'he material
part runs thus :-" A is a cylinder of zinc or equivalent metal forming the one

25 "electrode and provided with a clamping screw B for connecting a conductor
"to it; a piece of carbon C is the other electrode. The cylinder A is lined
"with an exciting agent E consisting preferably of the following ingredients,
" viz.: sal-ammoniac 1 part, chloride of zinc 1 part, plaster of paris 3 parts, and
" water 2 parts, to which is added a little less than 1 part of a comminuted

30 "vegetable material preferably flour. For preparing the exciting agent E, the
" materials are mixed, forming a semi-fluid which is poured into the cylinder
'It A around a central core temporarily inserted. The exciting agent soon sets
" to the condition of a semi-solid and the temporary core is removed." I do not
think I need read any more of that part of the Specification. Later one _finds

35 this upon the subject of variation :-" The materials rnentioned as electrodes
"and as exciting and depolarising agents and their proportions may be
"varied, as the important feature of the invention is the interposition
"between the positive and negative electrodes of two layers of exciting
"composition, in a semi-solid or plastic state, the one in contact with the

40 "negative electrode having intermixed with it depolarising agents and the one
" in contact with the- positive electrode having no such depolarising agents in
" its composition." .

The Defendants have substituted blotting paper and the suggestion is that
this blotting paper sufficiently comes within the description of being a compo-

45 sition in a semi-solid or plastic state, and it is said that, although, of
course, the difference is manifest upon a mere statement of it, the difference
ought not to be regarded as preventing an infringement, because of
the power of variation. It is said that the power of variation allows of this
substitution of blotting paper. It is said that the composition, when "blotting

50 paper is used in this way, still comes within the description" semi-solid or
" plastic," and. it is said that the judgments in the House of Lords weresuch
that the. House of Lords must betaken to havesaidthat such a variation will yet
leave.the battery within the. description in the Specification..

*These twoSpeoificationsand Gernz,ain'8.oell were mentioned in the Particulars of Objections.-J. C.
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There are two passages in the judgments in the House of Lords which were
particularly relied upon. One passage is that in the judgment of Lord Davey,
which begins at line 50 on page 547 of 21 R.P.C. H I think, though it is
" not necessary to decide it in the present case, that the words 'substantially as
" 'set forth' would cover the use of materials analogous to or having similar 5
,. chemical or electrical properties to those which he has described as preferable,
4' and the recommendation of pulverised materials may be useful as illustrating
" the sort of thing he intended by the word' plastic.' I do not construe the
" words 'semi-solid or plastic' as alternatives, for they are not true alterna
"tives'l but I think that the word 'plastic' is meant to be synonymous 10
" with and explanatory of 'semi-solid,~ and is used with the intention of
" giving some definiteness to a somewhat vague expression." The other passage
which is referred to is a passage in which Lord Davey was dealing with
an alleged anticipation in that case by the Specification of Castle Smith.
He said :_H Castle Smith'» battery also contained two layers round the 15
" central carbon electrode. The inner layer is described as a paste made of
,; some depolarising substance enclosed in a porous bag which may, perhaps,
"be described as plastic. The outer layer, he says, is transferred into a
" thick sticky, phlegmy substance by adding gums and similar substances, such
" as tragacanth. Mr. Swinburne describes this substance as a jelly. The die- 20
" tionary meaning of 'plastic' is ' easily made to take form,' and it is said that in
" the arts it chiefly applies to the clays fitted for pottery. Lord Justice Stirling
" defines a plastic solid (1 think he meant semi-solid) as one capable of being
" made to change its shape at the will of the operator, and also of retaining the
" shape into which it is thrown. Castle Smith's phlegmy or jelly substance may 25
"possibly be described as a semi-solid one, but by no fair use of language can
"it, in my opinion, be called plastic. It is not a question of degree, but a
"difference in kind.?" I do not think that those two passages which I
have read from Lord Davey's judgment authorise our holding that this varia
tion-the introduction of blotting paper-is a variation of a character which 30
is covered by the words in the Specification. I wish to point out, in the
first place, that the variation which is covered by the passage to which I have
just referred, is a variation which really does not cover the difference in the
present case. The words are :-" The materials mentioned as electrodes and as
" exciting and depolarising agents and their proportions may be varied, as the 35
" important feature of the invention is the interposition between the positive
" and negative electrodes of two layers of exciting composition, in a semi-solid
" or plastic state." Now, for a moment, I will assume Mr. Shaw's argument
that the blotting paper came within the word "plastic,?' and I say that,
even on the assumption that it does come within the word "plastic," yet 40
the variation is not such as is covered by those words in the Specification,
because even if the blotting paper comes within the category of the materials
mentioned in that clause, one must look at the whole Specification, and if one
looks back at the earlier part of the Specification, one finds these words :-" For
" preparing the exciting agent E the materials are mixed forming a semi-fluid 45
",vhic]l is poured into the cylinder A around a central core temporarily
" inserted" ; and it is quite plain that you could not so deal with the blotting
paper. 1 know that a suggestion was made that you might tear up blotting
paper into little pieces and pour it in with some water, but I do not think that
that-would be sufficient to bring it within the description.when one goes on. 50
and reads the following words:-" The exciting agent soon sets to the condition
" of a semi-solid and the temporary core is removed." It is quite plain .from
those words that the condition of that which is poured in is not a condition

'*'21 RIP.C.page 54:9.
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which is intended to remain permanently in the battery, because the fluid
which is poured in is a fluid which is to set to the condition of a semi-solid, and
in Iny judgment the blotting paper cannot possibly come within that
description.

!) With regard to the two passages which I have read from Lord Davey's judgment,
I do not think that what he said as to the words ,,' substantially as Ret forth"
would cover such a case. All he said was that" substantially as set forth"
would cover the use of materials analogous to or having simflar chemical or
electrical properties to those which he has described as -, preferable," and he

10 says that "pulverised materials may be useful as illustrating the sort of thing
"that he intended by the word 'plastic.'" 1 do not think that the blotting
paper is in any way analogous or similar to the materials and composition which
were used by the Patentee, and having said that I do not think that I need deal
wit 11 the word" plastic" really at all. But having read the passage from Lord

15 Daoep'« judgment as to the meaning of "plastic," I do say that I think that
that which was shown to us by an experiment with reference to the blotting
paper brings blotting paper within the word "plastic" as defined by Lord
Dace], but one must bear in mind when one is dealing with a description of
this sort that it is not, to my mind, everything that is plastic which would come

20 within the definition in the Plaintiffs' Speci:fication.One must bear in mind,
when one is considering the word "plastic" here, as one would any other
word in any other Specification, the object at which the Patentee was aiming
when he used that wore, and bearing that in mind, I do not think that the
Plaintiffs have brought the blotting paper within the meaning of the word

25 "plastic" in the sense in which it is used in the Specification. But, I say, even
if they have, they are yet met with the difficult)... which I have already pointed
out with regard to the method to be followed in the preparation of the battery.
It is quite plain that it would be impossible to use the blotting paper in the
manner and with the result specified by the Patentee in the Specification. In

30 my opinion, therefore, the judgment of Mr. Justice Buckley must be affirmed
and this appeal must be dismissed with costs.

ROMER L.J.-I, also, do not see my way to differ in this case from the
decision of the learned Judge in the Oourt below as to infringement. Having
regard to what was said in the House of Lords and to the true effect of the

35 Plaintiffs' Specification and invention, I think that it cannot be said that the
blotting paper wetted is " plastic" in the sense in which that term is used in
the Plaintiffs' ~pecification,especially when, considering the judgments of the
House of Lords, you bear in mind how the Plaintiffs' invention was distinguished
from the prior inventions which had been brought to the attention of the

40 House and to the way in which Castle Smith's battery was distinguished.
If the blotting paper, so wetted, is not plastic in the sense in which that term is
used in the Plaintiffs' Specification, it follows it was not in a semi-solid or
plastic state within the meaning of those words as used in the Specification and
as defined by the judgment of the House of Lords in the case I have mentioned.

45 I also think that view is supported by the other considerations to which my Lord
has called attention. The Claim is for a semi-solid or plastic exciting agent in
two layers, substantially as SEt forth and embodied in the Specification. Now
if you look at the body of the Specification, what kind of exciting agent is
substantially set forth? It is an agent formed of a mixture of certain materials,

50 which are referred to in the earlier part of the Specification, forming a semi
fluid which is poured into the cylinder around a central core temporarily
inserted, and that exciting agent soon sets to the condition of a semi-solid when
the temporary core is removed. It is true that the Specification says later on
that the materials mentioned as electrodes and as' exciting and depolarising

55 agents and their proportions may be varied, but it is difficult to say that
blotting paper wetted is substantially set forth in this Specification, seeing
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that it cannot be described as a semi-fluid; it cannot be poured into a cylinder
and does not set. I think therefore it is not substantially set forth in the Olaim
or Specification.

For these reasons I think that the outer layer of the Defendants' battery is
not within the Patentee's invention as set forth in his Specification, and that 5
being so I need not consider whether the inner layer of the Defendants may
also be differentiated from the inner layer of the Patentee, The Appeal there
fore must, in ITl)"'" opinion, be dismissed.

STIRLING L.J.-I am of the same opinion. Notwithstanding that the
Specification provides that the materials mentioned may be varied, I think that 10
the variation which is there referred to must be confined within certain limits,
and in dealing with the variation, which occurs in the present case, I think that
the blotting paper does not fall within those limits. 1t is quite clear from the
judgment of the House of Lords, that a variation cannot be permitted to go
very far, because distinguishing the Plaintiffs' Specification from that of Castle 15
Smith, Lord JJavey says--" Oastle Smith's phlegmy or jelly substance may
" possibly be described as a semi-solid one, but by no fair use of language can
H it, in my opinion, be called' plastic.' It is not a question of degree but a
" difference in kind." Now it is quite clear that it could not be permitted to
the Patentee to substitute for the arrangement which he has chosen, Oastle 20
Smith's phlegmy or jelly substance. Then can he substitute blotting paper?
I think equally not. I think Lord Davey's language applies, and that by no
fair use of langnage can it be called" plastic" as used in the Specification, for
the substances which in the Patentee's arrangement take the place of blotting
paper are a mixture of plaster of Paris and flour; and a more completely 25
plastic substance than plaster of Paris it is difficult to conceive.

I think, on that short ground, that the Judgment of Mr. Justice Buckley on
the point of infringement must be affirmed.
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